WHAT DOES GENDER STUDIES MEAN?
TRADITION
SINCE 1995
WITH ALL

UPs
AND

DOWNs
YOU CAN FIND EVERYWHERE IN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Foundation of <em>FREIBURGER GESCHLECHTER STUDIEN</em> with lecture and books series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Foundation of * Coordination Center »GENDER STUDIES«*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/1999</td>
<td>First member assembly and constitution of the <em>ZAG CENTER OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND GENDER STUDIES</em> with election of the board of directors: Prof. Martin (Anthropology) Prof. Cheauré (Gender Studies)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OFFICIAL START OF THE ZAG

Guests: Prof. Jäger, Head of University, Minister von Trotha, and the President of the Federal Constitutional Court Prof. Jutta Limbach

ZAG-OPENING CONFERENCE WITH »DIALOGE UND KONTROVERSE« (Dialogs and Controverses)

ESTABLISHING OF A C3-PROF. SHIP for Sociology and Empirical Gender Research, Prof. Nina Degele

New Broad Director of ZAG
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2001
OFFICIAL START OF
»GENDER STUDIES«
AS A MINOR SUBJECT

2002
ROOMS FOR THE ZAG
IN BELFORT STREET 20

2nd ZAG-CONFERENCE
»KOMMERZ, KONSUM, KONKURS–
DIE CRUX MIT DEM KÖRPER«
(commerce, consumption,
insolvency – the crux with the body)
2008
10th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION WITH THE CONFERENCE »GENDERED BODIES IN MOTION« and the 6th workshop of the »conferences of institutions for Women and Gender Studies in the german-speaking world« (KEG)
Guests: Prorector Schanz;
Lawyer and Author Seyran Ateş

2009
PUBLISHING OF THE BOOK »GENDERED BODIES IN MOTION«
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OUR WORST
»DOWNS«
2002
RESTRICTION OF ZAG-JOBS:
One of two coordinators
»Gender Studies« had to go
2009
Closing of the »Kompetenzforum
Genderforschung in Informatik
und Naturwissenschaften [gin]«
(Competence forum in Informatics
and Natural Sciences, 2002–2009)
DEVELOPMENTS & CHALLENGES

2010
Not just important for Freiburg, but for Germany as a whole
ESTABLISHING THE GENDER STUDIES ASSOCIATION in Berlin

2011
ESTABLISHING OF A C3-PROF.SHIP for Cognitive Sciences and Gender Research, Prof. Evelyn Ferstl

+ New Heads in Interdiciplinary Anthropology: Prof. Sitta von Reden / Prof. Peter Eich

+ START OF THE MASTER PROGRAMME »GENDER STUDIES«
WHAT DO WE WANT FROM THE MASTER PROGRAMME GENDER STUDIES?
1 Bridging the gap between the Humanities, Social, and Cultural Studies on the one hand and the Natural, Technological, and Medical Sciences on the other hand.
We are looking forward to appointing the Junior-Professor-Ship in Informatics and Gender Studies.
Studying the inequality and heterogeneity of different genders. And we are raising awareness of the possibilities for social changes.
... So inter alia we deal with the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Women’s Movements ...
Women’s Movements as ...

... for example the Women’s Empowerment in Cairo this year

poster of the 1st International Women’s Day on Tahrir Square March, 8th 2011
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Women’s Movement as ...

... the decree of the »German Bundestag« for a female quota in higher positions
Women’s ??? Movements as ???

Songwriter Mo Lee, ladyfestnet Berlin

... queer-feminist LAD.Y.I.FEST
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Module
GENDER BASICS

// Seminar to Gender Theory
// Seminar to Gender Methods
Module
GENDER in Humanities, Social, and Cultural Sciences

// Lecture on the Social and Cultural Historie of Gender-Circumstances
// Masterseminar about Gender-Constructions with Reading Course
Module
Natural, Technological, and Medical Sciences

// Lecture and
// Masterseminar on Gender in Natural, Technological, and Medical Sciences
with Reading Course
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Module
GENDER in Culture and Science
// Seminar on Gendermainstreaming in gendersensitive occupational fields
or
// Seminar on Gender Training
// Lecture-Series Freiburger GeschlechterStudien with Seminar
Module
RESEARCH PRAXIS
// Research Colloquium
// Research-orientated study project
or
// Active participation at a symposium with report
or
// Self-organisation of a symposium with report
Module

TEACHING PRAXIS

// Participation in a seminar
or
// Self-Organisation of a seminar
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TOPICS OF THE MASTER PROGRAMME 11/12

GENDER STUDIES
MASTER SEMINAR

Gender-Theory

by Prof. Degele (Sociology) and Dr. Beate Rosenzweig (Political Sciences)

»Geschlechtertheorie und Geschlechterdemokratie« (gender-theory and gender-democracies)
MASTER SEMINAR
Gender-Constructions
by Prof. Degele (Sociology) and Prof. Petra Giess-Stüber (Sport Sciences)

»Body Check – Körper- und Geschlechterkonstruktionen im Fußball«
(body- and gender-constructions in football)
MASTER SEMINAR

Gender-Constructions
by Prof. Spakowski (Sinology) and Prof. Min Dongchao (Sociology, Shanghai University)

»Frauenbewegung, Feminismus und Frauenforschung in China«
(Women’s Movement, Feminism, and Women’s Studies in China)
MASTER SEMINAR
Gender on Natural Sciences and Human-Animal Studies
by Dr. Marion Mangelsdorf (Phaenomenological Sociology)

»Diversität erforschen – Tiere in den Geschlechterstudien entdecken«
(Researching Diversity – Discovering Animals as Actors in Gender Studies)
Lecture Series
Freiburger Geschlechter Studien
»Musik und Genderdiskurs«
(Music and Gender discourse)
Seminar
by Prof. Janina Klassen (Music Studies)

»Musikgeschichte und Geschlechterdiskurs«
(Music-History and Gender discourse)
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THESE ARE DISCIPLINES & FACES OF GENDER STUDIES
Prof. Cheauré
Slavisc Studies

Prof. Degele
Sociology

Prof. Ferstl
Cognitive Sciences

Prof. Giess-Stüäber
Sport Sciences

Prof. Grage
Skandinavian Studies

Prof. Kotthoff
German Linguistic

Prof. Lemke
American Studies

Prof. Lewark
Forest Science

Prof. Paletschek
History

Prof. Schlehe
Anthropology

Prof. Spakowski
Sinology

Prof. Striet
Theology
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Freiburger Gender Studies question the self-evidence of our gender-understanding.
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Doing Gender

Doing Differences
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Undoing Differences

Undoing Gender
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!